Introduce your little ones to 7 enchanted lands of timeless fun. The Magic Kingdom is where classic Disney tales and characters come to life. If ever there was a place to inspire your child’s imagination, this is it.

**Attractions**

1. Mickey’s PhilharMagic – Join Donald Duck on a musical 3-D movie adventure through Disney classics. Presented by Kodak®. (Moments in the dark. A little wet.)
2. “It’s a small world” – Sail off on a classic voyage around the world.
3. Cinderella’s Golden Carousel – Take a magical ride on an enchanted horse.
4. Dumbo the Flying Elephant – Soar the skies with Dumbo.
5. The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh – Visit the Hundred Acre Wood. (Moments in the dark.)
7. Donald’s Boat – Watch your little squirt splash in the fountains.
10. The Barnstormer at Goofy’s Wiseacre Farm – Enjoy some goofy family coaster fun. (Must be 35” to ride.)
11. Buzz Lightyear’s Space Ranger Spin – Zap aliens and save the galaxy. Inspired by Disney•Pixar’s Toy Story 2.
12. Walt Disney World Railroad – Hop a steam train that makes stops at Frontierland, Mickey’s Toontown Fair and Main Street, U.S.A.
15. Mickey’s PhilharMagic
17. “It’s a small world” – Sail off on a classic voyage around the world.
18. Cinderella’s Golden Carousel – Take a magical ride on an enchanted horse.
19. Dumbo the Flying Elephant – Soar the skies with Dumbo.
20. The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh – Visit the Hundred Acre Wood. (Moments in the dark.)
22. Donald’s Boat – Watch your little squirt splash in the fountains.

**Entertainment**

- **Wishes™** – Witness the most stunning fireworks display to ever grace the Magic Kingdom skies.
- **Dream-Along With Mickey** – Mickey and friends come alive with special songs and stories.

**Characters**

- **Toontown Hall of Fame Tent** – The best spot to meet some of your favorite princesses and characters.
- **Ariel’s Grotto** – Meet “The Little Mermaid.”
- **Storytime with Belle at Fairytale Garden** – Enjoy storytime with Belle.
- **Judge’s Tent** – Meet Mickey.

**Refer to official Park GuideMap and Times Guide for all attractions and entertainment details.**